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ABSTRACT
We carry out numerical simulations to optimize the reentry capsule configurations based on aero-thermodynamic
properties such as drag, pressure and heat load. The open
source software OpenFOAM is used with the compressible computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solver rhoCentralFoam. CFD solver is implemented with the first-order
Maxwell’s velocity slip and the Smoluchowski temperature
jump boundary conditions. We report results for different
altitudes and Mach numbers with varying second cone angle and bluntness of the re-entry capsule. It is noted that the
heat loads are greatly reduced by changing the capsule configuration from single to bi-cone. With increasing second
cone angle heat loads are enhanced, but the average drag
and pressure coefficients found to be least sensitive. However, with increase in bluntness the average value of heat
load decrease slightly and the peak value significantly, while
drag values exhibit contrasting behaviour.
Keywords: Aero-thermodynamics, Re-entry, Slip flow
regime, Bi-cone, Bluntness, Trajectory

NOMENCLATURE
Kn Knudsen Number
α, β Angle

D1 , D2 Capsule Diameters
Cd Drag coefficient
Ch Heat transfer coefficient
U Velocity (m/s)
T
Temperature (K)
Ma Mach number
Re Reynolds number
Fd Drag force per unit area
λ
Mean free path
q Heat flux
ρ Density (kg/m3 )
∞ Free-stream conditions

INTRODUCTION
A good atmospheric re-entry is when the space vehicle
can withstand the extreme aerodynamic heating and make
precise landing within the desired range [1]. Therefore, an
accurate predictions of aero-thermodynamic loads on a reentry capsule is imperative for aerospace applications. Thermal protection systems (TPSs) materials research largely depends on these findings [2]. For the efficient operation of
hypersonic transport systems such as SpaceLiner [3], the
design has to be done with optimum aerodynamic performance [4]. Reentry vehicles are blunted to reduce the heat
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load as it is inversely proportional to drag [5]. Lin et al. [6]
described optimum bi-cone shape for improving the aerothermodynamic performance. Wei et al. [7] demonstrated
aero-thermodynamic optimization of bi-cone capsule with
respect to the lift to drag ratio. Clauser [8] carried out a
study of space flight, which further explored the possibility of safe landing, but it did not take into consideration
of the high-altitude atmospheric conditions. The focus of
current aerospace engineers is now shifting to mimic exoatmospheric conditions using the limited experimental data
and available computational power [9].
The use of extended Navier-Stokes equations by applying the non-equilibrium slip boundary conditions has become popular for improving the accuracy of conventional
CFD in the slip and transition flow regimes. In the slip
and transition flow regimes (altitude between 40 to 150 km)
there is a significant scarcity for experimental data [10], especially heat transfer and temperature. Therefore, the analysis of re-entry aero-thermodynamics in these flow regimes
still present a challenging problem. The Navier-Stokes
equations along with the no-slip/no-jump boundary conditions yield significantly inaccurate results in the slip and
transitional regimes, and require special modifications for
taking into account non-equilibrium effects [11, 12]. For a
better aero-thermodynamic design of re-entry vehicles we
require data that could predict the heat and drag loads at altitude between 50 to 80 km. The vehicle need to make through
the above re-entry corridor (the narrow region in space that
a re-entering vehicle must fly through, so that the vehicle
can make a successful landing without skipping or burning
out). Therefore a need to study the aerodynamic heating and
drag values for various flow and geometrical configurations
is required.

NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
OpenFoam uses C++ as its base language as it provides
the advantage of object-oriented programming language. It
incorporates many class libraries for efficient development
of CFD codes. Implementation of tensor fields, partial differential equations, boundary conditions and so on, can be
handled using these libraries [13]. It has become a popular tool in the scientific and OpenSource CFD community [14, 15].
The rhoCentralFoam is the density-based compressible
flow solver based on central-upwind schemes of Kurganov
and Tadmor [16, 17]. Christopher et al [18] has validated
this solver against various standard compressible test cases.
Bansal et al. [19] used this solver along with reactingFoam
(another solver within OpenFoam) for developing hypersonic flow solver. Various compressible solvers have also
been compared wth rhoCentralFoam in literature and it is

FIGURE 1. BALLISTIC RE-ENTRY CAPSULE (CROSSSECTIONAL VIEW) (THE ARROW SHOWS THE ARCLENGTH TAKEN ALONG THE CAPSULE WALL.)

shown to predict good results for high speed continuum
flows [20]. We have used the 1-equation Spalart Allarmas
turbulence model [21]. This model has been validated using OpenFOAM solver for atmospheric-entry capsules at
subsonic speed [22]. The accuracy of the Navier-Stokes
solver is improved by using the slip boundary conditions for
rarefied regime of the flow. The use of Maxwell, Smoluchowski, Langmuir-Maxwell and Langmuir-Smoluchowski
(so-called hybrid boundary condition) [23–25] have been incorporated in this solver [26]. Air reaction chemistry and
radiation effects are not considered in the current work.

VALIDATION
The rhoCentralFoam is validated against wind tunnel
experimental data [27] for both the pressure coefficient (C p )
and density (ρ) variation on the capsule wall surface. The
capsule configuration chosen is shown in the Fig. 1. The
nose radius Rn is taken as 0.1 m for the current investigation. The test conditions are with free-stream pressure 833
Pa, static-temperature of 63 K, Mach number of 5.0 and angle of attack of 4.66. These conditions corresponds to altitude of 33 km which falls in the continuum flow regime.
Comparison of wind-tunnel test data and results for
CFD method with the slip and jump boundary conditions
(Extended CFD) for pressure coefficient over the surface of
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FIGURE 2. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE WINDTUNNEL EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND CFD METHODS FOR
COEFFICIENT OF PRESSURE (CP )

re-entry capsule is shown in Fig. 2. As expected, higher
pressure is observed at the windward than the leeward side
of vehicle. The results from the solver have good agreement
with the experimental data. Maximum pressure is observed
at the stagnation point or nose of the capsule and pressure
remains constant along the surface of capsule till the second
cone. A jump in the pressure is observed at the second cone
due to the formation of weak shock wave formation. Pressure coefficient is closely matched with the wind-tunnel data
near nose of the capsule.

TEST CASES

a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 3. Maxwell slip and
Smoluchowski jump boundary condition is applied on entire
capsule wall. The mesh used is structured with multiblock
grid with linear grading near wall with smallest mesh size
near wall δ x = 2.4mm. Here, α and β denotes the first and
second cone angles respectively, D1 and D2 are nose cone
and base diameters respectively, and L is the length of capsule. The bluntness of the capsule is defined as the ratio of
D1 to D2 . Optimization is carried out based on the average
drag coefficient, and average and peak heat load. The parametric study includes β variation from 20◦ to 40◦ by keeping the bluntness constant as 0.5. The case of α = 20◦ = β
forms a single cone case. The bluntness is then varied from
0.25 to 0.5, by keeping the cone angles constant to decide
optimum configuration. The simulations have been performed for altitude 60 km and 70 km (Kn = 0.012 and 0.037,
respectively). The various geometrical configurations of the
capsule shown in Fig. 3, for which the cases has been considered in this paper are tabulated in table 1.

Cases:

α

β

D1 (in m)

D2 (in m)

Re

Single-Cone

20◦

20◦

0.2

0.397

6150

(I)

20◦

25◦

0.2

0.397

6150

(II)

20◦

30◦

0.2

0.407

6300

(III)

20◦

40◦

0.2

0.459

7105

0.25

20◦

25◦

0.1

0.397

6150

0.375

20◦

25◦

0.15

0.397

6150

0.5

20◦

25◦

0.2

0.397

6150

Bi-cone:

Bluntness:

TABLE 1.
RATIONS

VARIOUS GEOMETRIC TEST CASE CONFIGU-

β
α
D1
D2

FIGURE 3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We investigate heat transfer and drag coefficients for
aero-thermodyanamic design optimization. Our objective in
this study is to come with a configuration with minimum
heat flux and drag coefficient.

CAPSULE SCHEMATIC

We have chosen a re-entry capsule in our current study,

Drag Coefficient
The drag coefficient Cd along a surface is a measure
of net kinetic energy flux of the molecule impinging on the
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surface, which is numerically stated as follows

Cd =

Fd
1
2
2 ρ∞U∞

Coefficient of drag along the Arc Length for 3000ms at AOA=0 @70KM
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where Fd is the drag force per unit area. It includes both
pressure and skin-friction drag.
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Coefficient of Heat Transfer
Coefficient of heat transfer Ch along a surface is a measure of net energy flux of the molecule impinging on the
surface. It is numerically stated as,
Ch =

qw
,
1
3
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where qw is the heat flux ρ∞ and U∞ are the freestream density and velocity receptively.
Comparison of Single-cone and Bi-cone Configuration
Figure. 4 shows the comparison of Cd at 70km altitude
and Ma = 10. Peak value of the Cd for both configurations
is identical. However after formation of second shock wave,
the value of Cd is higher for bi-cone configuration due to
increase of density. Table 2, shows % deviation of average
value of Cd over the entire capsule wall. The flow conditions are Ma = 10, 15 and 20, and at 60 km & 70 km altitude conditions. We have considered higher and different
values for Mach numbers as the non-equilibrium effects in
momentum transfer is simply governed by Knudsen number
whereas non-equilibrium nature of energy transfer is governed by Knudsen as well as Mach number. Thus, a varying
Mach number conditions provides a better account for thermal effects. The table shows that the maximum deviation is
well below 5%, and it reduces as the altitude increases. In
real case scenario, drag coefficient value effects the accuracy
in landing such that a lower value of drag coefficient helps
in getting a more accurate landing.
Figure 5 demonstrates comparison of heat transfer coefficient at 70km altitude and Ma = 10. This plot shows
that peak value of heat transfer coefficient is reduced significantly for bi-cone configuration ( 35%-40%). We can notice
from Fig. 8 that the temperature peak has shifted from the
nose towards the downstream location for the bi-cone configuration. This is due to the formation of multiple shocks
and their interaction for bi-cone case, see Fig. 6 and 7. This
phenomenon is well known as the multiple shock system.
Table 3 shows the deviation of average value of heat transfer

FIGURE 4. COMPARISON OF DRAG COEFFICIENT
ALONG CAPSULE WALL AT 70KM.

coefficient over the entire capsule wall for bi-cone configuration w.r.t single-cone. The value of deviation is around
15% − 35%. So we understand that heat flux acting on the
capsule is significantly reduced when the configuration is
changed from single to bi-cone. Ch value plays a key role in
determining the insulation/ablation layers on the capsule, i.e.
the weight of the overall system is reduced and a safer landing can be achieved. Hence, by observing both drag and heat
transfer coefficients, we can infer that a bi-cone configuration is aero-thermodyanamically better optimized compared
to the single cone case.

60km

Average Cd

70km

Ma

10

15

20

10

15

20

Single-cone

0.657

0.640

0.635

0.669

0.647

0.639

Bi-cone

0.679

0.663

0.657

0.685

0.666

0.658

%Deviation

3.36

3.54

3.47

2.48

2.85

3.03

TABLE 2. AVERAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT CD DATA AT 60
KM AND 70 KM ALTITUDE FOR VARIOUS FLOW CONDITIONS.HERE, ABSOLUTE VALUES ARE PRESENTED FOR
SINGLE-CONE AND BI-CONE CONFIGURATIONS. DEVIATION DENOTES THE % OF DEVIATION OF BI-CONE WITH
SINGLE-CONE CONFIGURATION RESULTS.

Optimizing ’β ’ Second-cone Angle
Figure 9 and 10 demonstrates the variation of drag and
heat transfer coefficient along the entire capsule wall, and
4

local heat transfer coefficient along Arc length for 3000ms at AOA=0 @70KM
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FIGURE 5. COMPARISON OF LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT ALONG CAPSULE WALL AT 70KM.

FIGURE 7. CONTOUR PLOT OF DENSITY FOR BI-CONE
CONFIGURATION AT 70KM AND MACH = 10.
Temperature along Arc length for 3000ms at AOA=0 @70KM
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FIGURE 6. CONTOUR PLOT OF DENSITY FOR SINGLECONE CONFIGURATION AT 70KM AND MACH = 10.

FIGURE 8. COMPARISON OF TEMPERATURE CAPSULE
WALL AT 70KM.

comparison has been made for different values of β . It can
be noticed that for β = 25◦ the values of both local heat
transfer and drag coefficient is minimum. It is to be noted
that, we have already seen from previous section β = 25◦ is
a better configuration than β = 20◦ (i.e. single-cone). As β
increases their is increase in shock strength, and hence values of drag and local heat transfer coefficient increases after
formation shock at second cone angle (β ). We can notice
that, increase in the value of drag coefficient after formation of second shock is significant, which reduces accuracy
of landing. Table 4 shows the average and peak values of
heat flux over the entire capsule wall. Peak heat flux values
are identical, whereas average heat flux is found to be minimum for the case of β = 25◦ . Thus, we can conclude that

bi-cone capsule with α = 20◦ and β = 25◦ is an optimized
configuration.

Optimizing Bluntness
We have shown that, bi-cone capsule with α = 20◦ and
β = 25◦ is an optimum configuration. Hence, we further
carried out the optimization study based on the variation
of bluntness of the bi-cone capsule keeping α = 20◦ and
β = 25◦ . Figure 11 and 12 shows the variation of drag and
heat transfer coefficient along the capsule wall for different
bluntness values. Table 5 shows the average and peak heat
flux over the entire capsule surface. It is found that peak
and average heat flux value is lower for the case with blunt5

60km

Average Ch

local heat transfer coefficient along Arc length for 3000ms at AOA=0 @70KM

70km

0.06

Ma

10

15

20

10

15

20

Single-cone

0.014

0.012

0.011

0.037

0.036

0.036

0.055

Bi-cone

0.1

0.008

0.007

0.032

0.03

0.029

0.05

%Deviation

29.19

32.39

34.54

15.56

18.41

19.74

bicone25
bicone30
bicone40

Ch

0.045

TABLE 3. AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CH
DATA AT 60 KM AND 70 KM ALTITUDE FOR VARIOUS
FLOW CONDITIONS.HERE, ABSOLUTE VALUES ARE PRESENTED FOR SINGLE-CONE AND BI-CONE CONFIGURATIONS. DEVIATION DENOTES THE % OF DEVIATION
OF BI-CONE WITH SINGLE-CONE CONFIGURATION RESULTS.
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FIGURE 10. β VARIATION: LOCAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ALONG CAPSULE WALL AT 70KM.
Coefficient of drag along the Arc Length for 3000ms at AOA=0 @70KM
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FIGURE 9. β VARIATION: DRAG COEFFICIENT ALONG
CAPSULE WALL AT 70KM
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α

= 20◦

β:

20◦

25◦

30◦

40◦

Average Heat Flux (KW/m2)

37.53477578

31.69590268

31.99880201

33.10359396

Peak Heat Flux (KW/m2)

83.999

58.415

58.52

58.325

TABLE 4. AVERAGE AND PEAK HEAT FLUX VALUES AT
70KM AND MA = 10 FOR DIFFERENT β (KEEPING α CONSTANT).

ness = 0.5. Whereas considering drag, the case with 0.25
bluntness is found to be minimum from Fig. 11. Therefore,
we investigate an another parameter, the average drag coefficient which is also found to have a lower value for the
bluntness = 0.25.
Based on the application, one can choose an optimized
geometry. For example, a re-entry mission requiring higher

FIGURE 11. BLUNTNESS VARIATION: DRAG COEFFICIENT ALONG CAPSULE WALL AT 70KM.

accuracy, drag prediction plays an important role whereas
for a mission requiring higher safety, heat load is more of
concern. Thus, one can choose bluntness of 0.25 for the
mission requiring the landing to be within a specified area
(i.e. a more accurate landing) and the bluntness of 0.5 can be
chosen for the cases where lower localized heating is desired
which in turn helps to reduce the additional cost of thermal
protection systems.

CONCLUSIONS
We have carried out the optimization of capsule geometry configuration based on the values of drag and heat trans6
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simulation to generalize our optimization procedure.
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FIGURE 12. BLUNTNESS VARIATION: LOCAL HEAT
TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ALONG CAPSULE WALL AT
70KM.
α = 20◦ and β = 25◦
Bluntness:

0.25

0.375

0.5

Average Heat Flux (KW/m2)

32.88851678

32.31602013

31.69590268

Peak Heat Flux (KW/m2)

62.883

60.855

58.415

Average of Drag Coefficient

0.644

0.662

0.682

TABLE 5. AVERAGE AND PEAK HEAT FLUX AND AVERAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT VALUES AT 70KM AND MA = 10
FOR DIFFERENT BLUNTNESS (FOR α = 20◦ AND β = 25◦ ).

fer coefficient. The results of single and bi-cone has shown
a higher value of heat flux for the single cone configuration
in comparison to the bi-cone. Further, we observed from the
second-cone angle optimization study that the bi-cone with
α = 20◦ and β = 25◦ is an optimized configuration, when
heat loads are of major concern. Lower bluntness gives a
better accuracy whereas a higher value gives a lesser heat
load on the re-entry vehicle.
Numerical Methods are found to be better tool for optimizing purpose in light of less experimental data available
for high altitude flows. Inclusion of slip boundary conditions
extends the continuum Navier-Stokes to slip-flow regime,
hence it improves the numerical techniques required to handle rarefied flows.
Although the current test cases are in the early slip
flow regime, the first-order non-equilibrium boundary conditions are not sufficient to accurately describe the nonequilibrium gas flow physics. We may need to incorporate both the higher-order boundary conditions as well as
the non-linear constitutive relations into the Navier-Stokes
equations framework to report better predictions for re-entry
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